
Rainworth Surgery joining Sherwood Medical Partnership 

 

We are pleased to inform you that in May 2015 Rainworth Surgery will be joining Sherwood Medical 

Partnership. We realise this may be surprising news so shortly after the merger of Dr Smith and Partners 

(Clipstone) and Drs Porter and Healy (Farnsfield) to form Sherwood Medical Partnership. We hope we 

can explain why this is the right thing to do. 

The senior partner at Rainworth Surgery, Dr Corbyn, is retiring in April 2015 after over 30 years in general 

practice. Rainworth Surgery has 4 GPs and 6,000 patients. Historically this has been an average size 

practice but now this is a size that may be difficult to sustain long term. 

We believe that Rainworth Surgery joining Sherwood Medical Partnership is the right thing to ensure the 

long term viability and development of local services for Clipstone, Rainworth and Farnsfield. Many of 

the demands on practices are the same whatever their size and can be more effectively managed in a 

larger practice. For example the requirements necessary for Care Quality Commission (CQC) registration 

are largely the same irrespective of size. If eventually practices have to open from 8am to 8pm seven 

days a week; that will only be possible as a larger practice. General Practice is changing rapidly across the 

country and what currently seems a very large practice may be average size 5 years from now. 

However, whilst we see the benefits of growth, we recognise the enormous benefits of smaller local 

practices with family doctors who know their patients. We want to keep all that is best about the local 

GP practice whilst gaining the benefits of size. We plan to have the vast majority of GPs and nurses based 

at their usual location, but with the ability to move flexibly if needed to reduce our dependence on 

locums. We are going to increase the number of GP sessions at Rainworth and increase our collective 

levels of nursing and healthcare assistant staff. 

For now we are joining our partnerships together but we are not fully merging as is being done with 

Clipstone and Farnsfield. That means our IT and appointment systems will still be separate. In the future 

we may look to join our IT and appointment systems fully but we’re not applying to do this at present. 

We want to make sure that all three locations remain viable long term so that services are kept local and 

personal. At Clipstone we are due to move to our long awaited Crown Medical Centre in August 2015. At 

Farnsfield we have bid for funding to increase the number of clinical rooms at the surgery so that more 

services can be offered there. Rainworth Surgery already occupies modern premises and we will use the 

excellent facilities to increase the range of services available there. 

We appreciate that you may have questions about our plans and we want to listen to those. We will be 

discussing our plans with our patient groups and holding events at all three locations where you’re free 

to come and find out more and tell us what you think. We very much hope you will be able to support us 

in this venture as we believe it will benefit patients, staff and doctors. 

Sherwood Medical Partnership 
Partners: Dr Smith, Dr Jack, Dr Das, Dr Hirsh, Dr Grayston, Dr Porter & Dr Bartholomeuz 

Rainworth Surgery 
Partners: Dr Corbyn, Dr Huggard, Dr Bolsher & Dr Wilkins 


